FORTHCOMING EVENTS

9th Mini Marathon:
November 21, 2015

Annual Fest Synergy:
November 27 & 28, 2015

EVENTS

Teachers Day

Teachers Day was celebrated on 5th September, with much enthusiasm by the students wherein a scintillating cultural program consisting of singing, dance performances and skit was performed by the students as a mark of their respect for the teachers.

Workshop on Qualitative Analysis for Students Aspiring for CAT

ASM, organized a Workshop on Qualitative Analysis for students aspiring for CAT on 10 September 2015 at its campus. Seventy six students from various colleges in NCR Delhi participated in the workshop. Dr. Mukesh Mehlawat, faculty, Department of Operations Research, Delhi University was the resource person. He gave the students tips how to handle tricky questions, especially those of time series. The session was very interactive. Students also appeared for mock test on quantitative analysis after the session.
Workshop on Verbal Reading Comprehensions for Students Aspiring for CAT

ASM, organized a Workshop on Verbal Reading Comprehensions for students aspiring for CAT on 13 September 2015 at its campus. Students from various colleges in NCR Delhi participated in the workshop. Ms. Parameshwari Rao, an experienced trainer on Verbal Reading Comprehensions was the resource person. She gave tips to students on how to answer questions on critical reasoning, vocabulary, reading comprehensions, etc. during CAT examination.

Annual We Care Film Festival

A three day film festival - 'WE CARE'2015 was organized by AIMC and ASM in collaboration with Brotherhood Foundation along with UN Information for India and Bhutan, United Nations Education, Scientific and Culture and National Trust as co-sponsors. The theme of the festival was 'Disability and Impairment' and a screening of the various types of Films-National and International Films, Short Films and Documentary Films was held. Some films which have won various awards nationally and internationally were shown on themes like Paralympics', social, economic, psychological and physiological aspects. Painting and photography competitions were also organized, in which the students of various schools and colleges participated and their work was displayed at the reception Gallery.

Workshop on Group discussion Skills by Mr Piyush Sehgal

Apeejay School of Management, Dwarka conducted a Workshop for the 2nd Year students on "How to Crack Group Discussions" by Mr Piyush Sehgal Managing Director and CEO of Eagle's Cocoon. The session involved strategic tips on how to crack the group discussions be it any topic. The students also got insights on how to enhance their perspectives in order to transform and set apart themselves from others.

Corporate Interface

Prof P.K. Saxena, Director, Benarasidas Chandiwala Institute, Dwarka delivered a guest lecture on Developing Teams.

Ms. Deepti Sampat, AVP Marketing Talent Edge delivered a lecture on Marketing - how it integrates with IMC.

Mr R.K. Pal, a freelancer delivered a lecture on Industrial Applications of Prime Minister.

Mr Maninder Singh, VP, HR, Voim Networks conducted a lecture on Strategic Value of Training & Development for the second year students.

Mr Mohit Raj, Founder of the NGO - TYCIA delivered a lecture on Corporate Social Responsibility.

Mr. Parvesh Aghi, Consultant and former Chief Financial Officer of Hero Group, delivered a lecture on "Financial Statements Analysis and Reporting". He elaborated on the constituents of major financial statements and their significance with special reference to reporting by blue-chip companies.

Ms. Akanksha Bhardwaj, Senior Consultant at Mirus, conducted a guest lecture on 'Executive search and recruitment'. She spoke about the role of a recruiter in CXO recruitment.
Dr. Monika Kulshetra, HOD Management, IITM, Janakpuri, interacted with first year PGDM students on the topic 'Road to Success'. She shared with students her experiences and guided them as how they could be successful in life if they focused on aspects like tolerance, communication, etc.

**Club Activities**

**Finance Quiz**

In continuation to the efforts of the finance club to ensure that its members remain updated on current Business and Finance issues, the club organized a Finance Quiz on 2nd September. A total of 12 teams comprising of four members participated in the quiz. At the end of four rigorous rounds, team comprising of Mohitpreet Singh Nanda, Gagan Singla, Vanshika Trehan and Akshita Jain came first.